Knot Wreath Ornament
$5.95 – $8.95
Hand-tied knot ornaments are simple yet timeless. Adorned with a delicate ribbon, they are a great way to add a little nautical touch to your holiday decor. Available in either a white nylon with a blue ribbon ($5.95), or 100% natural hemp with a white ribbon ($8.95).

Hand-painted Scallop Shell Ornament
$20.00
These natural scallop shell ornaments add that special touch of the sea to your holiday decor. Just like whales in nature, each hand-painted whale tail and the 6-inch scallop shell are unique.

Glass Humpback Whale Ornament
$19.95
This finely detailed humpback whale ornament makes a great gift idea any time of the year to remember whale watching or for the ocean enthusiast in your life. Made of blown glass, this ornament features fine, hand-painted details including sparkling glittered accents.

GOGO Ornaments
$25.00
Beautiful ornaments handcrafted out of Alpaca, a metal alloy that is a combination of copper and nickel. Ready to adorn a Christmas tree or provide a unique natural adornment anywhere in the home, for any occasion. Available in starfish or sand dollar designs.

Gift Membership
Share the Museum! Give a gift that friends and family can enjoy throughout the year. Membership benefits include:

- Unlimited free admission for one year
- Complimentary admit one passes
- 10% discount on purchases at the Museum gift store
- Advance notice of programs and exhibitions
- Free or discounted admission on lectures, trips, and programs
- Invitations to members-only events
- Members-only mailings such as The Bulletin from Johnny Cake Hill
For the Book Lover

**A Genius at His Trade: C. Raymond Hunt and His Remarkable Boats**
by Stan Grayson
$34.95 – $49.95

The long-awaited biography of legendary yacht designer and racing sailor C. Raymond Hunt. The first book-length biography of the man whose skill at the helm and skill at the drawing board made him a legend in his own time.

**O’er the Wide and Tractless Sea: Original Art of the Yankee Whale Hunt**
by Michael P. Dyer
$65.00

Buried deep within the logbooks, journals, and manuscripts of America’s whaling heritage are paintings, drawings, and representations of the whale hunt rarely, if ever, seen by the public. This book highlights those unique artworks that capture the essence of whaling and its culture.

**Thou Shalt Knot: Clifford W. Ashley**
by Christina Connett, PhD
$14.95

This exhibition catalog spotlights noteworthy objects from *Thou Shalt Knot: Clifford W. Ashley* while delving into the life of Ashley, who was a master knot tyer, maritime artist, historian, and author.

**Treasures of the Whaling Museum: Touchstones to the Region’s Past**
$34.95

Designed as a keepsake volume of the Museum experience, in which concise text and copious reproductions illuminate the history and scope of the world’s largest museum dedicated to the global interaction of humans with whales.

by John F. Martin, Edited by Kenneth R. Martin
$39.95

For many decades, maritime scholars and enthusiasts have published John F. Martin’s quotable tidbits and handsome whaling journal paintings in piecemeal fashion because they engage casual readers and specialists alike. Now, at last, his masterpiece is handsomely published in its entirety for all to savor.

**No Ordinary Being: A Biography of W. Starling Burgess, Inventor, Naval Architect, Poet, Aviation Pioneer, and Master of American Design**
by Llewellyn Howland III
$95.00

Few 20th-century Americans led more creative, daring, eventful, and sometimes troubled lives than that of the inventor, poet, aviation pioneer, naval architect, automotive engineer, and America’s Cup yacht designer W. Starling Burgess.
For the Book Lover

**Drifting Toward the Southeast**
$25.00 (soft cover)  
$70.00 (hard cover)  
A translated version of the original account of John Manjiro’s castaway adventures. Largely ignored in America, but legendary in Japan, Manjiro was the first known Japanese person to live in the U.S. This work gives readers, educators, and historians a larger framework for understanding the history of U.S.–Japanese relations.

**The Whaling Art Journal of Abigail M. Case**
By Chris Galazzi and Kristina Rodanas  
$29.95  
The fictional drama of a 12-year-old girl’s five-year adventure sailing the oceans of the world with her father, a Nantucket whaling Captain, during the 1850’s.

**The Klutz Book of Knots**
$14.95  
A unique gift, intriguing puzzle, practical tool, and entertaining book... all tied up together. Nylon cord, color-coded to the illustrations, is tied through the holes on each heavy-stock page, allowing the reader to practice all 24 knots.

**A Man for All Oceans**
By Stan Grayson  
$29.95  
Captain Joshua Slocum was the first to sail around the world alone. Biographer Stan Grayson has thoroughly researched Slocum’s life and has uncovered primary sources that yield new information and insights, filling significant gaps in our understanding of Slocum’s life and voyages.

**Cat’s Cradle: A Book of String Figures**
$9.95  
This hands-on book presents step-by-step illustrated instructions for creating such string figures as Cat’s Cradle, Cup and Saucer, Eiffel Tower, Jacob’s Ladder, and others. The spiral bound book includes a tie-dyed string loop to get your child started! Winner of the Parent’s Choice Award. Ages 6+.

**Bronze Whale Bookends**
$63.95  
A pair of hand-cast bronze bookends featuring a baleen whale, tail up, riding the waves. Measures approximately 3.5” x 3.5” at the base and 7.5” in height. Made in the USA.

**Scrimshaw Bookmarks**
$9.95  
Resin bookmarks that evoke the once popular scrimshaw corset busks, while highlighting the rich history of the city pictured. Choose from one of three popular designs: New Bedford icons, Mattapoisett landmarks, or Fairhaven icons.
For Her

**Handwoven Nantucket Basket Tote Purse**
$550.00
This elegant Nantucket-style, handwoven basket purse features a mahogany base, walnut accent staves, and ivory colored knobs. It is 8” in diameter.

**Massachusetts State Logo Scarf**
$23.95
Show your love for Massachusetts with this fashionable scarf. Made from high-quality viscose (faux silk) material, featuring tiny gold repeating Massachusetts state silhouettes.
Size: 72” x 36”.

**Wrap Bracelets**
$24.95
These hand-made, beaded bracelets wrap around the wrist several times to give the appearance of multiple matching bangles. Capped off with a whale tail charm, this one-size-fits-all bracelet is sure to add the finishing touch to any outfit! Choose from three designs.

**Mariner or Harpoon Cuff Bracelet**
$75 (Brass) – $125 (Sterling Silver)
Inspired by New England's historic whaling and fishing industries, these locally made cuff bracelets evoke the calling of the sea. Cuffs fit wrist sizes 7.5” to 9.5”.

**Anchor Necklace**
$60.00 – $70.00
This tiny anchor is the perfect gift to show someone you love how they keep you anchored. Completed with a high-polished finish, this mini-anchor is ½” tall and hangs beautifully on an 18” sterling silver chain (chain included).

**Whale Tail Necklace**
$60.00 – $80.00
Available in large or mini-size, this whale tail charm on a sterling silver chain is perfect for the nautical-loving women in your life. Available in brass and sterling silver.
For Him

Melville Quote Tie $29.95
Perfect for the Melville enthusiast on your list, this classic tie features a mix of popular Melville literary quotes. Available in navy or salmon.

Moby Dick Tie $29.95
A 100% silk tie featuring a nautical design of a white sperm whale surrounded by a sea of grey sperm whales. Available in cranberry or pale blue background colors.

Sailboat Plan Tie $31.95
A classic 100% silk tie featuring a high-contrast, sailboat plan. Available in navy or gold.

For the Home

White Whale Stemless Wine Glass $9.95
This etched wine glass is one of the most popular pieces of our White Whale Home Collection.

White Whale Glass Mug $10.95
A timeless glass mug etched with our signature White Whale logo.

Right Whale Latte Mug $35.00
Enjoy your favorite beverage with a hand-painted right whale wrapped around your mug. Crafted locally, this unique 16 oz., latte mug makes a wonderful gift.
For Kids

**Whale Socks**
$8.95
White crew socks featuring happy blue and green whales. Available in infant, child, and youth sizes.

**Moby Dick Tie**
$26.95
Made exclusively for the New Bedford Whaling Museum and perfectly sized for kids, this 100% silk tie features one white sperm whale surrounded by a sea of grey sperm whales. Choose from cranberry or pale blue.

**Orange Octopus Plush**
$17.95 / $35.95
This cuddly octopus is perfect for all ages! Super soft and super cute, and available in two huggable sizes: 15” or 29”.

**Signal Flag Belt**
$25.00
Add the finishing touch to your little one’s look with this timeless signal flag belt. Featuring a single roller buckle and leather keep. One-inch wide design.

**Sea Avengers Hat**
$10.95
Super hero sea creatures are sure to delight with this fun ball cap.

**Air Swimmers**
$39.95
Air Swimmers move through the air with an incredibly smooth and life-like swimming motion. These amazing fish provide hours of remote control indoor fun in even the smallest of rooms (not for outdoor use). Helium not included. Available in two designs: Clownfish or Shark

**Gigantic Color Sheets**
$10.00
Enjoy hours of fun with this set of three gigantic coloring sheets. Each sheet measures 40” x 27.75”. Ages 3+.

**Blue Whale Skeleton Nano Blocks**
$30.00
A puzzling feat, this brilliant desk accessory or birthday present is perfect for anyone who enjoys puzzles, construction sets, or a fun challenge! Includes color instruction booklet.
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Hoodies and T-shirts for the whole family!
$15.00 – $39.95

The much anticipated 2018 color has arrived! This year our hoodies and tees will have a soft, heather-grey color to highlight our signature whale logo design on the front and the traditional dated text design on the back. We also have our classic “1903” design in Royal Blue. Both available in all sizes for the family.

From Left to Right: 2018 Hoodie ($39.95); What the fo’c’sle ($15.00); Classic 1903 ($39.95); 2018 t-shirt ($18.95)

White Whale Socks
$9.95

A New Bedford Whaling Museum exclusive and member favorite – these 100% cotton socks feature the White Whale logo.

Manhattan Print
$19.95

Celebrate the 2017 centennial of the America-Japan Society with this print from our collection: The Manhattan in Japanese Waters highlighted with a vibrant red border (anonymous artist). Print measures 15” x 20”.
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